Abstract
Introduction Background and Motivation
Inheritance at the Origin of Life
• Contemporary organisms and viruses use DNA or RNA template molecules for inheritance
• These molecules are too complex to be plausible in the pre-biotic world
• Some Origin of Life theories envisage metabolism based inheritance in which protocells or lipid enclosed droplets without template molecules reproduced by growth and division
• Variations in metabolism would have led to differences in fitness that would drive evolution
• Successful variations in metabolism would have to be 'remembered' and inherited
• The SimSoup project is investigating possible mechanisms for this
Biological and Chemical Computing
• A key challenge for the newer field of biological and chemical computing is the development of memory systems using components that can be readily constructed
• Such systems may be used for various purposes, including an inheritance mechanism for artificial evolution
• The simple memory mechanisms being investigated here is relevant to this
SimSoup Artificial Chemistry Model
• Molecules are two dimensional rigid structures built from Atoms bonded together such that they occupy fixed positions on a square 'board'
• Each square contains at most one Atom
• Each Atom Type has a defined maximum number of bonds
• Bond angles are always either 90 
Operation Of The Memory Unit
• A supply of R 0 pre , m and bs 3 is provided as 'food'
• The Autocatalytic Sub-Network is activated by a short stimulus of R 0 Molecules
• An excess of R 0 is produced, and so the Autocatalytic Sub-Network activity is self maintaining
• A later stimulus of P 0 activates the Paper 0 state
• This combines with R 0 to produce R 0 .P 0 in the Inhibiting Sub-Network
• Subsequent Interactions F3, F4 and C4 disable R 0 by converting it to R 0 blocked . This inhibits the Rock 0 Autocatalytic Sub-Network, enabling Paper 0 to take over
